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To all. uihom itfmy concern: 
Be it known that I),- GUs'rAv E. HooLUNo," 

a cit-izen'of the United States, residing at 
Chicago, in the county of Cook and. State of 
Illinois, have invented a certain-new and 
useful Combined Synchronizin ‘ and-Tele 
phone System, of which the‘ fo lowing is a 
speci?cation. ., . _ . 

This device ‘is especially intendedto pro 
vide accurate and delicate means for syn 
chronizing two machines, and for permit 
ting telephone- messages to ' transmitted 
over the same circuits which are used for the 
synchronizing process._ It may further en 
able the use of the same listening apparatus‘, 
during synchronizingwhich is used‘for re.—_ 
ceiving the telephonemessage's, but separate 
apparatus may be provided for synchroniz 
ing and for receiving the telephone ‘mes 
sages, if desired. . ' , _ ._ . 

At the resent time, it is customary, ~in 
many moving picture‘ theatres, to make‘ use 

- of ‘a phonograph -'or‘ other sound producing 
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mechanism, for supplying ‘music 'or conver 
sation during the appearance of the scenes 
on the screen. Evidently, where such a 
combination is used, it is ‘desirable, if not 
necessary, that the phonograph should be 

- run in synchronisln with the'moving picture 
machine. Also, where such a combination_ 
is used, it is customary to place‘the moving 
picture machinein the rear of the hall and 
the phonograph" in the front of the hall, so 
that the sounds, will seem to comefrom the 
screen or stage on which .'scenes are thrown. 
In such cases, it is desirable also that there 
should be )rovided easy means for sending 
messages roin the stave operator‘or man 
ager to the operator of the moving picture 
machine. _ At the present time such commu 

, uicationis usually afforded by means .of a 
series of buzzers or by a telephone system, 
the latter being entirely separate from‘ and 
iinlopendent o , 

This necessitates a multiplicity of wires and 
other connections and apparatus, so that. the 
combination is not satisfactory and has not 
been extensively used. . - 

Various methods are employed syn-i 
chronizing machines. In myv device]:l pre 
fer to use a method wherein a series of elec 

» tricalimpulses are delivered to the line in 
any suitable manner, as, for example,‘ by 
placing a commutator on a rotating shaft 
on each machine The instant of synchro 

. , . 
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' nism may then be ‘detected as the instant?" 
when ‘these impulses are delivered by the 
two commutators' at equal or'proportionate _ 
speeds. - The detecting device may be in 
the form of a telephone receiver, differential 
galvanometer, or other suitable mechanism. 
The invention further consists in the fea- ' 
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tures of construction and combinationvof - 
parts hereinafter described and claimed. 
In the drawing, Figure 1 shows in out 

line, by common‘ electrical symbols, the pre 
ferred arrangementof parts and‘circuits for 
accomplishing the purposes. of this inven 
tion; and Fig. 2 shows a modi?ed arrange 
ment of mechanism for detectin the times 
of synchronism-,_ and for enabling a tele! 
phone message to be received by the op 

_ erator. - . 

In the drawing, commutators 3 ‘and 4 are 
so connected to the machines as to be ro 
tated at speeds proportionate to the speeds 
'of rotation of the moving ‘picture machine 
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and the phonograph, respectively. Such ro- " 
tations may be accomplished by placing the 
com'mutators ,on shafts of the machines, so 
that they ‘will be" ositively driven. .How-~ 
ever, the relation 'etween ,the synchronous 
speeds of rotation of the shafts and the num 
ber of electrical segments on each commu 
tator 3 and 4 should be such that, when the 
machines are'running in synchronism, elec 
trical impulses will be sent out on the line at 
equal speeds by the commutators 3 midi. 
In the preferred arrangement, a double tele 
phone receiver 5 is provided, for detecting 
the time of synchronism of the machines. 
This double telephone receiver comprises ear 
pieces 6- and 7, properly connected by'a 
spring band'S so as'to hold them. against the , 
cars; A 1nouth'piece‘9 ‘is provided'to enable 
the stage operator or manager "to talk to the 
‘moving ~picture machine operator,lwh_en de 
sired. RAn electrical brake'ilO is under the 
control of the moving picture'machine op 
erator,‘ ‘so that- he ‘can start and'lfstop the 
phonograph from his location "at'will. A 
storage battery llprovides current for‘ car 
rying onall of the different operations'as 
sociated. with my device. .A switch board 
12, carrying all'of the switches necessary for ‘ 
forming the different electrical connections, 
.is intended to be conveniently‘ located near 
the moving picture machine operator, so 
that he can‘ form the proper connections at 
wilt, This switch board carriesa- starting 
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Y the double receiver 5 at- '31. 

' the body of. the conm'iutator ‘1'. so‘ that. as‘ 
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switchlii, which is adapted to energize the i To enable the stage operator orinianager 
brake inechanism‘IO, thereby allowing‘ the 
phoitbgraph to start at the proper time. A. 
two-point- switch 14 is provided for the pur! 
pose'of enabling both of the telephone re 
ceivers to be tised for receiving communica 
tion from the transmitter 9. or for enabling 
both of the receivers to be usedduring the 

; synchronizing process, depending upo'n'pits 
'10 position. In't-he ,position shown, it forms 

' the proper connection for the synchronizing 
process, but when thrown to the point 15 it 
will be properly connected for receiving the 
telephone message. A double- ole tw-o 
oint switch 16 is also provided or _eliang-‘ 
mg over from s_\"nchroniz1ng to telephoning 
connections, it being‘ shown in. position for 
synchronizing purposes. ~ _ . 

I will now describe the manner in which 
the machines are intended to be synchro; 
'niz-ed: \Vith the switches thrown into the po 
sition shown. current will llowdown from 
the battery 11, through the wire 17 into the 
switch H. thence into ,-the point 18, thence 
across through the wire 1!) down through the 
wire 20. and into the common connection of 

Here the cur 
rent will split. a portion of it passingr 
through the receiver-ll up through thecon 
nection :22 and down through the arm ‘33 of 
the switch 16 to the point '21. From there 
1t. will pass out over the CQIlilet'ilt'tIt25.111“) 

this commutator rotates, its contacts 26’ will 
successively come into contact with a brush 
27, thence the. current will pass ‘up through 
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' pole of the battery 11. 
the connections 29. 2t) and 30 into the other 

From this it will l)t‘ 
seen that, as the commutator st rotates. a se 
ries of electrical impulses willbe delivered 
to the receiver (3. The other portion of the 
current delivered to the common point 21 
will pass through the. receiver T and up 
through the connector 31 to the arm 3:! of 
the switch 16. Thence it will flow down 
through the point 33 and the conneetitm 1H 
to the body of the commutator-3. As the 
contacts'35 successively come into contact 
with the. brush 36, ‘the current will tlow up' 
through the. connections 37 and 30 into the 
battery 11. Thus it is seen that as the com 
mutator 3 rotates a‘ series of electrical int 
pulses will be. delivered to the receiver T. 
Inasmuch as the receivers (3 and 7 are 

adapted to be held conveniently to the ears. 
any di?‘erence in the peitiodicity of the’im 
pulses from the commuta'tors 3 and 4 will be 
detected as a difference __l.n the frequency‘of 
the impulses heard in the receivers 7 and 
(3, respectively. The operator of the mov 
ing JlCUU‘C machine may then adjust» the 
speed of his machine until the impulses are 
heard to come at equallspeeds in both of the 
rcccivers, when he will know that the two 

, machines are running in synchronism. 

to telephone to the moving icture machme 
operator, theswitch 14 shou d. be. thrown. to 
the point 15, and ‘the switch 16 should be 
thrown so thatthe arm 3:2 will‘come into 
contact with the point 38, and the arm-'23 
will come into contact withthe point’39. In 
this case, current will flow down‘ through 
the connection 17 and the switch 14 into 
the point-15, then through the connection 
40 to thejpoint 38, up. through the arm 32, 
down through the connection 31. across the 
common connection‘ from the receiver 7 to 
the receiver ‘(3, up through the connection 
22, ‘and down through thenarm '23 to the 
point 39, thence 'out through the connection 
~.t1_and the line 42 to‘the transmitter t). .H'ter 
passing through the transmitter, it will pass 
out over the "connection 43 to the. line ‘19, 
and thence through the connection 30 into 
the battery 11. ‘In this case it is seen that 
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neither of the conmiutattn's is incircnit with . 
th‘e receiversQbut that both of the receivers 
are lit circuit with the transmitter a. This 
being thecase, the only sounds which will 
be heard in the receivers (‘i and 7 will hethose 
thrown into'the transmitter 9. and these 
sounds will be heard with double strength, 
owing to the fact‘that they will be heard in 
both ‘of the receivers. . - ' . 

\Vhen it desired to start, the phono 
graph, the switch 13 may be- thrown over 
to the point 44. 
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Whenthis 'isjdone. current I 
will allow down through the connection 17 - 
and the connection 45, through the arm 11'». 
into the. point 44. and over the line 46. to the 
brakelO, whence the current will tlow back 
over the lines 25'. '39. and 3t). to‘the battery 
11. 'l‘hereupon the magnets ot" the brake 
will be energized and the brake 47 will be 
drawn away from the movingr portion-of the 
:phonograph. which will then start. ' 

From the above it will be seen that after 
‘the moving picture machine operator has 
started the phonographby re easing. the 
brake 47. he may adjust the speed of his 
machine so that it- will-always run in syn 
chrimism with the phonograph. and in case 
he desires from time to time to receive coni 
munication either from the stage operator 
or manager or to hear more strongly the 
sounds given out from the phonograph. he 
may throw the switche.s H and ll‘, in such 
a manner that the phonograph sounds will 
he heard in the receivers t‘) and T. 
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In case it is desired to make use of other ' 

means for detecting the‘synchronism of_ the 
machines. use mav he. made of any device‘ 
which will detect the impulses from the com- ' 
mutators 3 and 4. and indicate a ditference 
‘between their frequency. This maybe in 
the form of a differential galvanometer, as is 
shown ‘in the-‘modi?cation of Fig. 2. In this 
case the connections 20, 22, and 31 may be‘ 
madeas shown. A single or double receiver 
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